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Abrams, United States, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Rowan, Nina, Xanthe, and Xavier have returned to Owatannauk, Maine, and the mysterious
resort/time portal that took them to the French Revolution in The Golden Hour. Now the kids have
official permission to time travel, as assistants to Aunt Agatha and Aunt Gertrude in their mission to
retrieve precious documents from the famous library at Alexandria, Egypt, before the collection is
burned by Julius Caesar. Xanthe is particularly excited to visit Egypt, where she hopes to get a
glimpse of Cleopatra. But she gets more than the quick peek she bargained for when young
Princess Cleopatra mistakes her for the goddess Isis and expects Xanthe is intervene in a royal feud
between the princess and her brother Ptolemy. Xanthe s having trouble with her own rascally
brother, Xavier, whose recent scholastic successes have made her doubt her own abilities and place
in the world.To feel important again, Xanthe succumbs to Cleopatra s pleading, thus changing
history and setting off a chain of events that traps Rowan and Nina in time limbo. But with a little
sibling cooperation, Xanthe and Xavier just might be able to set...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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